SAFETY WITH THE EXPO LINE

SEPTEMBER 11, 2012:
With 10 new stations serving multiple locations, including the USC campus, the Metro Rail system will expand to 80 stations and over 87 miles of rail to destinations across LA County. Join Stacy Yamato of Los Angeles Metro and our own David Donovan of USC Transportation to learn about the impacts of the expansion to campus and how to practice safety when using public transportation.

TROJAN OLYMPIANS

OCTOBER 9, 2012:
Did you know that USC-affiliated athletes won more total medals at the 2012 London Olympics than any other American university? Of the many Trojans that participated, several are current students and coaches on campus. Show your Trojan pride by celebrating their achievements and hearing about their experiences!

EXPANDING WHAT IT MEANS TO LIVE ON CAMPUS

NOVEMBER 13, 2012:
A key vision of the university is to help prepare USC’s students to become resilient and competitive leaders of the future. The Office of Residential Education is meeting that challenge through the development of Residential Colleges. Welcome new Director, Romando Nash by learning about what brought him here and how he hopes to foster the exchange of ideas and experiences among students.